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Abstract. The dynamic nature and the geographic distribution of
scientific resources, require flexible and adaptive computational envi-
ronment where an in-silico experiment can be executed as a workflow
of activities. In this paper, we propose a software environment to dy-
namically generate domain-specific, agent-based workflow engines from
workflow specifications. The workflow engine is a proactive multiagent
system -a distributed, concurrent system- whose autonomous compo-
nents interact in performing the workflow activities in a specific domain.
The proposed approach has been implemented on Hermes, agent-based
mobile computing middleware, and tested within “Oncology over Inter-
net” project.

1 Introduction

Over the past few years, new high-throughput methods for data collection in
life science, e.g. microarray processing, have greatly increased data generation,
and the wide use of the Web has fostered scientists to share data sources and
computational methods in a collaborative way. As consequence, the traditional
scientific process has become computationally intensive and in-silico experiments
-described as processes of concurrent activities- are laboriously executed in a
large, distributed and dynamic environment.

Nowadays, e-Science -the use of advanced computing technologies to sup-
port scientist- seems to be the only way to face the complexity of the scientific
computational environment. We believe that workflow and agent-based tech-
nologies [2] together with an effective and efficient resource management sys-
tem [1] could be a good start to face the complexity that surrounds scientist’s
work.

An in-silico experiment can be naturally specified as a workflow of activities
implementing the data analysis process in a standardized environments. The
workflow owns the advantage to be reproducible, traceable and compositional
by reusing other workflows; features that are fundamental to validate a scien-
tific experiment. The software component that “defines, manages and executes
workflows through the execution of software whose order of execution is driven
by a computer representation of the workflow logic”, according to Workflow
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Management Coalition (WfMC) Reference Model [5], is named Workflow Man-
agement System (WMS). In e-Science domain, although several systems that
support the daily work of a bioscientist have been proposed in literature [7, 8, 4],
they are not compliant to the WfMC Reference Model. And, none of them have
been designed to face unforeseen circumstances and to take on the fly decisions.
Moreover, workflows are generally static and workflow engines centralize the
execution and the coordination of the computation.

In this work, we intend to overcome the above limitations by proposing the
dynamic generation of a workflow engine, associated to a single workflow spec-
ification. Our approach exploits the proactiveness and mobility of agent-based
technology to embed the application domain features inside the agents behavior.
The resulting workflow engine is a multiagent system -a distributed, concurrent
system- typically open, flexible, and adaptive.

In the remainder of this paper we describe our workflow engine architecture
based on agent technology, then, we explain our implementation on an agent-
based mobile middleware. The approach is illustrated with a case study on the
“Oncology over Internet” project.

2 Agent-Based Workflow Engine

A workflow is a distributed application that involves the coordinated execution
of human and system activities, usually, in an heterogeneous environment. Based
on our previous work [2], we consider a workflow as coordination model for a
pool of agents -workflow executors- that implements the workflow engine for
a specific workflow instance. In this context agents are autonomous active en-
tities, encapsulate the execution of independent activities, execute their tasks,
concurrently to the work of the other agents, cooperate, in their autonomy, for
a common goal forms a multiagent system (MAS) [6].

In our framework, a user, after defining a workflow with a graphical notation,
compiles the workflow specification in a set of primitives performing the behav-
iours of a pool of agents. This approach has been implemented on Hermes [3]
architecture. Hermes is an agent-based mobile middleware. The choice to use
Hermes has been conditioned by the 3-layers -user, system, runtime-, component-
based architecture that facilitates the management of domain-specific compo-
nents [2] toward the development of a workflow-to-MAS compiler. Moreover,
Hermes supports the agent mobility through code mobility. User layer allows
designers to specify their application as a workflow of activities using the graph-
ical notation. System layer provides a domain-specific context-aware compiler to
generate a pool of user mobile agents from the workflow specification. Run-time
layer supports the activation of a set of domain-specific service agents and it
supports agent discovery, mobility, creation, communication and security. Ser-
vice agents in the run-time layer are localized in one platform to interface the
local execution environment. User agents in the system layer are workflow execu-
tors. They are dynamically created for a specific goal that, in theory, is reached
in a finite time by interacting with other agents.
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3 Case Study: Oncology over Internet Project

The proposed approach has been tested within the Oncology over Internet (O2I)
project (http://www.o2i.it). The main goal of the project has been the design of
a framework to support searching, retrieving and filtering information from In-
ternet in the oncology research and clinics domain. The O2I system architecture
is shown in Figure 1. It includes three main components: the workflow manager
(WCA), the user interface (UI) and the workflow executor (WE). Workflows are
created and tested by administrator both in XSculf using Taverna Workbench
and in XPDL -a WfMC standard- using JaWE -an open source workflow editor
that supports XPDL. The user interface supports end users authentication and
profiling and allows for the selection and launch of workflows (see Figure 2).

Fig. 1. The general O2I system architecture includes three main blocks: workflow cre-
ation and annotation (WCA), user interface (UI) and workflows execution (WE)

Fig. 2. Screenshot of O2I Portal
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Workflows are executed either on FreeFluo Workflow Enactor by a centralized
execution or on Hermes by a proactive, decentralize execution of BioAgents.
While the first is used to carry out the Taverna workflow execution, the sec-
ond compiles XPDL specification into a pool of mobile workflow executors. In
the latter case the workflow execution is carried out by proactive, cooperative
bio-user agents that interact with bio-service agents through messages exchange,
and when necessary, decentralize the workflow execution exploiting mobility.

4 Conclusion

In this work, we proposed an agent-based Workflow Engine that exploits the
proactiveness of agents to adapt to a dynamic, domain-specific, execution en-
vironment. We developed a prototype for the biomedical domain; the resulting
Workflow Management System, according to the Workflow Management Coali-
tion Reference Model, supports the dynamic generation of proactive workflow
engines.
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